ABSTRACT <151 words This paper provides the evidence base to construct a professional standard for discriminative scaling of taints and optima. The measurement of suboptimal sensed characteristics of a product has logical and empirical requirements that specify a single overall rating of each sample in a tetrad. Those four pairs of response/stimulus data determine the discrimination distance of each sample from the comparison in memory used by the assessor, together with the position of that standard on the straight line specified by the two stimulus levels in the tetrad. The rating's reference anchor can be the match to a familiar version of the product or the personally most preferred level. Each sample can be assessed again for sensory and/or conceptual attributes, using vocabulary learnt in life or by sensory training. Those data give the ideal or matching value of that verbal category, and the individual's tolerance of deviations from that value. 148 words
INTRODUCTION
The most fundamental general principle of the sensing of differences between materials was 165 discovered by E.H. Weber in the early 1840s (Ross and Murray 1996) . Weber himself 166 (1834 Weber himself 166 ( /1996 and many others subsequently showed that the principle applied across sensory 167 modalities. When the stimulation is moderate, the minimum detected disparity between two 168 levels of a stimulus is a constant fraction of the physical measure of those stimuli. In other 169 words, discrimination in such a range is achieved at a constant ratio of physical units, which 170 is a constant interval in a logarithmic conversion. That is to say, the logarithm of the physical 171 quantity of a tested stimulus plotted against the quantitative value of the response to each of 172 those stimuli forms a straight line (Fechner 1860 (Fechner /1966 .
Unfortunately, Fechner ignored a major feature of Weber's evidence. That neglect was perpetuated by some subsequent theorists of mental scaling, such as Thurstone (1927) and Stevens (1961) . The Weber fraction increases at both low and high levels of stimulation (as 177 shown in textbook presentations of typical findings). That is, the semi-logarithmic plot of 178 observed responses to presented physical stimuli is a straight line in the middle but bends 179 over at the extremes: the slope steadily decreases towards either undetectably low levels or 180 receptor-saturating high levels. In terms of the assessor's performance, the response becomes 181 less and less sensitive to disparities in strength of stimulation.
183
Hence Fechner was wrong to extend the linear semi-logarithmic function to the zero 184 response. To obtain linearity of responding, the physical stimulus levels must remain with the 185 region of constancy of Weber's fraction. The proper way to accommodate the facts is to 186 construct an empirical theory that places the zero point of the semi-logarithmic plot 187 somewhere in that medium range of stimulation. The present approach is to use the familiar 188 or most preferred level as the zero, and also as the primary anchor on the layout for making a 189 response to each sample. As a result, this approach both measures the basic mechanisms of 190 sensory appreciation and also provides exact answers to practical questions about failures of 191 products to match familiar or ideal formulations.
193
It should be noted that this use of the observed facts has nothing to do with any version of the and one quantitative response (Booth and Freeman 1993) .
199
The Constant Comparison in Memory 200 201 Another neglected aspect of a range-limited Weber-Fechner graph implies exactly where its 202 zero point is. Each plotted stimulus value has its own response value. The graph does not 203 include any response specific to a constant second stimulus presented alongside. Indeed, the 204 equation for the linear region of the semilogarithmic plot specifies by itself a level which is 205 not physically presented but by which each test stimulus sample was evaluated when the 206 response was generated. This implicit standard is traditionally known as the point of equality 207 (Torgerson 1958) . There is no need for judgments relative to a comparison stimulus, as in 208 Weber's original experiments, Thurstone's procedures for comparing each test sample with a 209 standard sample, and Stevens's use of a modulus sample as one anchor for numerical ratings 210 of test stimuli. Monadic judgments can and should be elicited and plotted.
212
The stimulus level in the implicit comparison standard is not necessarily the same as the level 213 in any presented standard. The point of equality calculated from the data is a physical level 214 held in long-term memory and brought by the assessor to the judgment on each test sample.
provide more precise results than the conventional external standards (e.g., Morgan and 217 others 2000, Nachmias 2006) . If the test samples and testing situation are too artificial to be comparable with any previous experience, then an internal standard is constructed from the initial test samples (Stewart and others 2005) .
221
The point of equality to the most relevant familiar level is the zero point that Fechner and his 222 followers should have used. This personal and contextualised ('situated') norm in memory 223 should replace Thurstone's standard of comparison and Stevens's modulus in sensory studies.
224
Assessment needs to be monadic --presenting samples one at a time and eliciting a norm-225 relative response to each sample by itself. Indeed, when samples are presented in dyads, each 226 stimulus is automatically compared with the norm in memory; then those two disparities from 227 norm have to be compared in short-term memory in order to construct a comparative 228 response to the dyad. Direct judgment of each sample relative to a learned norm is likely to 229 be both more accurate and also easier to carry out.
231
These judgments of the quantity of stimulation can be directed to the particular standard that 232 is of interest to the investigator within the situation that is simulated by the testing 233 procedures. If perception of a familiar brand is to be compared with personal preference, then 234 two responses can be elicited, one anchored on the name of the branded product and the other 235 on the concept of the ideal.
237
In accordance with this theory, the rating of each sample, i.e. monadic testing, was introduced 238 for both or either the degree of preference (strength of disposition to accept) and/or the 239 strength of stimulation (Booth 1988a , Booth and others 1983 , Conner and others 1986 . New 240 analyses of the earliest data of this sort (Booth and others 1983) are used here to illustrate 241 discriminative difference measurement using tetrads (and triads) of stimulus samples. 
TASK INSTRUCTIONS AND RATING FORMATS

246
Laboratory investigators attempt to constrain human participants to particular tasks by verbal 247 communication, oral and/or written. In sensory tests, the assessor is asked to use a specified 248 procedure to examine each sample, or dyad or larger set of samples, and to make responses in 249 a particular way. Obviously the instructions, stimulus presentations and response layouts 250 should be self-consistent and clearly so. What may be less obvious is that all of this should 251 also be consistent with scientific theory of human performance in situations like those of the 252 test. The feasibility of statistical analysis of the data is insufficient.
254
Scales, Scales and Scales
256
The term 'scale' has been given three radically different meanings in areas relating to applied 257 sensory research (Booth 2009 
Monadic Ratings
279
To provide a measure of a perceived sensory difference, the assessor needs only to place each 280 sample at a location on a number line that represents physical strengths of stimulation. In a 281 graph of the data, the two materials in a tetrad or triad are at points on the stimulus axis, 
285
The two points on the stimulus axis may be dummy coded, e.g. as zero for the material nearer the constancy of discrimination ratios that was discovered by Weber (McBride 1983) .
293
On the response axis, the points also have to be locations on a number line. A continuous line Any straight line is specified by just two points. Hence, contrary to S.S. Stevens's 302 recommendation of a single modulus sample, there has to be more than one reference anchor.
303
Contrary also to the widespread assumption that people are capable only of using a row of Another dire error with multiple categories is the use of phrases that refer to ranges of points, 321 rather than to a single point. This is especially dangerous when preferences are being 322 assessed, not just intensities. The most disastrous example is conversion of the "just right" stimulation happens to be stronger even than the assessor imagined at the start of the session, 341 that may force rescaling, i.e. the y/x slope for subsequent samples will be flatter than that for 342 previous samples.
344
Probably the best response to ask for is selection of one of a row of single-digit integers. So stimulus levels has long been recognised for sensory preferences (Coombs 1964) . It was 374 incorporated from the start into psychologists' non-metric multidimensional modeling 375 programs for influences on preference (Carroll 1972) , much used lately in sensory studies.
377
Less widely recognised, closeness to familiar also comes from one of two directions --378 unusually little or much of a feature. Since comparison with an acquired norm is implicit in 379 each intensity rating, the ratings from quantitative sensory analysis (not just preference 380 ratings) should in theory also be folded on the assessor's standard level of the sensed 381 variable.
383
The relation between response and stimulus quantities is linear over the region of constancy 384 in Weber's fraction. The semi-logarithmic plot from too little through the ideal point or best 385 match towards too much is indeed fitted well by linear regression (e.g. Conner and Booth 386 1992) . Folding at the 'just right' point therefore means that the response-stimulus function 387 has the shape of an isosceles triangle, with the same numerical value of slope on either side of 388 the apex but opposite signs (Booth and others 1983; Conner and Booth 1991; 
Contextual Defects
395
In every sensory test, each factor under investigation is in a context of other sensed factors.
396
Even the academic psychophysicists' pure solution of a single compound has at least 397 temperature, viscosity and aspects of visual appearance, as well as taste. The basic scientific 398 theory is that quantitative judgments on sets of artificial stimuli are achieved by assimilation 399 to, contrast with or construction into a multifactor norm for a situation or task that has 400 repeatedly occurred in the assessor's past (Booth and Freeman 1993) .
402
In the assessment of a sensory factor for preference or intensity, other factors in the samples 403 or the ambience of testing may be at some distance from their familiar or ideal levels. When 404 that is the case, then overall preference or familiarity cannot be perfect, even when the Hence, the rounding of an individual's peak of preference for a sensory factor is evidence that is unknown. If such data are unfolded, a discontinuity is generated at the ideal point (Booth 420 1994) . As a result, there is greater variance in that region in a linear regression (Conner, 421 Haddon and Booth 1986). There is no evidence that the individual ceases to distinguish or be 422 motivated by differences in level, as claimed by Garitta and others (2006) . Rather, the defect 423 is too great for those samples to approach closer to the overall ideal.
425
Variations in any contextual feature, or indeed in the contextual configuration as a whole, can 426 be represented in another isosceles triangle at a right angle to the sensory factor that is being 427 varied systematically. If levels of the focal sensory variable are plotted on the x axis, with 428 response levels on the y axis, the contextual triangle can be plotted on the z axis, going 429 through the x,y plane from front to back. The resulting three-dimensional layout of the data 430 from a sensory test has the shape of a cone. When the mean of the contextual levels is to one 431 side of the apex, the data will fall on the surface of a vertical cut though that 'side' of the the learned ideal point in laboratory animals (Pierrel, 1958) but triangles were easier to fit to 447 the limited number of data (e.g., Blough, 1967) . This identity of the peaked functions for 448 sensed difference (dissimilarity) and motivated behavior (preference) was recognised before 449 sensory evaluation became established (Shepard 1958 (Shepard , 1965 .
451
Data from discrimination scaling of all types are now routinely fitted to a hyperbola with its 452 center at the norm point used by the assessor during the session (Figure 1 ). Where the context 453 of the testing has been adequately realistic, the hyperbola collapses into the isosceles triangle
454
formed by the intersection of its tangents (Conner and Booth 1991; Conner and others 1986) . When only two stimulus levels are tested, as in a difference test, the responses need to be on that the estimate of the matching point is a long way up or down from the true value, which is 464 seen when more two or more stimulus levels on each side of ideal are tested.
466
Measures of Strength of Influence
468
The natural and engineering sciences often use the slope of a function to measure the strength A straight line, y = mx + c, has two parameters, the slope (m) and the intercept with the axis 499 (c). It may also be specified by two points, (x 1 ,y 1 ) and (x 2 ,y 2 ). The parameters specifying a 500 particular discrimination hyperbola are its half-discriminated disparity (corresponding to m) 501 and its norm (the personal ideal or the brand matching point, as c).
503
The observed value of a HDD is the individual's discriminative sensitivity in the context of 
509
Tolerated sensory distance is a more subjective measure of personal importance of the tested 510 difference, although still much more operational than mere ratings of "importance" or a 511 similar term. Instead of the two tested levels of a tetrad (or triad) in the sensory distance, the 512 tolerated distance uses the levels at the 'just wrong' anchor (folded) or anchors (unfolded). In Theoretically there is a continuum from taint or too little, through both sides of the preference 579 peak, and onward to levels of a normal constituent that are too much (Booth 1987) . As stated above, the HDD is derived from both the slope of the regression line and also the 597 deviations of data points from the line. Hence there is no direct relation between an HDD for 598 a session and either just the slope value (reading units off each of the two axes) or the spread 599 alone of data points around the line (in units of the y axis).
601
In Figure 3 , the slope of the lower graph from the 0.54 vs 0.89 tetrad is four times steeper This first experiment on sensory discrimination by preference (Booth and others 1983) used characterised distances from the most preferred version, i.e. "saltiness relative to ideal" (e.g.,
614
Figures 1, 2 and 3). However, use of an explicit sensory concept is not necessary. Overall 615 preference can be rated from "always choose" to "never choose" and beyond (Booth 2014) .
616
Overall match to the remembered familiar version can be rated from "exactly the same" to variance in responses to the singleton is merely assumed to be the same as that to the 637 duplicated stimulus.
639
The greater statistical power of tetrads (over triads) of course depends also on the nature of 
646
There is a long tradition of presenting two samples at the same time and asking for one of two 
667
Hence the data used in this paper to illustrate discriminative difference testing come from the 668 first sensory experiments to use mouthfuls of familiar foods, eaten close to a mealtime at a 669 table near a kitchen using regular utensils and limiting the total amount consumed to within 670 the usual portion size (Booth and others 1983) . Sensory levels were selected in subsequent 671 experiments to avoid biases on intensities and preferences that arise from levels that range 672 high or low (Conner and others 1986; Riskey and others 1979) . Responses positioned each 673 test stimulus on a straight line specified by the main anchor on the optimum level (just right)
674
and effectively the minor anchor of intolerably far from optimum. In fact, these early 675 experiments unfolded the limit on personal tolerance into too little and too much.
676
Nevertheless, assessors forced those two extreme levels into the same distance from the 677 optimum level: there was no reliable difference in panel means between the regression slopes 678 below and above optimum (Conner and Booth, 1992) . Subsequent work used folded 679 responses from just right to just wrong (see Booth 2014) .
681
Sensory Distance
683
The data from each assessor provide an estimate of the sensory distance between the tetrad's 684 two levels. This perceived disparity between two levels of salt (or whatever is the sensed 685 factor) is measured in units of discrimination (HDDs). For example, as the ratio of the level 686 contrasted to 0.54 g % increases, so does the sensory distance between the two levels tested.
688
This distance depends on both the size of the physical ratio of salt concentrations and also the 689 individual's discriminative acuity during the session (the HDD). Hence, the general 690 theoretical relationship is subject to variations among individuals in the performance of 691 differential acuity between the two levels actually presented. High acuity (a low HDD value)
692
will increase the number of HDDs at any ratio of physical levels. An unusually large HDD
693
(poor discriminative acuity) will make the two levels seem closely similar. Plotting panel- 
AGGREGATION ACROSS PANELISTS
706
Measurements of each panelist's performance can readily be aggregated across the panel, to 707 provide the generalisation required about a taint or about the optimisation of a constituent for 708 the market or a segment of it. This paper is based on tetrads for all the pairs of closest salt 709 levels sampled in duplicate in the raw data summarised by Booth and others (1983) . In 710 addition, triads were derived from these tetrads, together with individuals who had only one 711 sample at a level adjacent to a level tested twice.
713
Distribution of Discriminative Differences
715
The frequency polygons for half-discriminated disparities are aggregated across the panels 716 tested on each tetrad or triad in Figure 5 . There are physiological limits on differential acuity 717 and so HDDs tend to a minimum. Any interfering factors reduce that acuity, giving larger
718
HDDs. Great interference is less likely and so the distribution follows a (reverse) J curve.
719
With sufficient data, these distributions are amenable to survival analysis, with the possibility 720 of identifying distinct sources of interference with fine discrimination. With the limited number of salt levels in the bread, the triads appeared to be more susceptible 724 than the tetrads to interference with discriminative performance: the J curve fell off more 725 gradually (top panels, Figure 5 ). The measure may have more susceptible to lack of sampling 726 of one of the two levels. Hence tetrads would be better than triads for taint measurement, and 727 also for optimisation when rather few variants of a sensory or conceptual factor are available.
729
On the other hand, in both bread and soup, triads may have been better than tetrads at pushing responses to a duplicated level.
735
The whole set of samples tested in each individual ran from below to above the personal 736 optimum, in order to minimise range bias (Booth and others 1983 ). Hence, it was possible to 737 compare tetrads and triads with both levels below the optimum and with both levels above 738 the optimum. Furthermore the triads selected from a tetrad could have the odd one out at the 739 extreme or closer to the other pair in the trio. There were enough triads of the soup to split the 740 data these four ways (bottom panels, Figure 5 ). It appeared that pressure to the limit of 741 discrimination arose from the level sampled once only being at an extreme ("very low" or "very high" in Figure 5 ). Such aggregations of panelists' individual data can be used to optimise the sensory or 
Market Response Profiles
783
The realism and power of discriminative difference testing are illustrated by the capacity of Designs that keep close enough to each assessor's multiple-factor ideal point or target match 809 extend to any number of factors tested with at least two levels minimally correlated with 810 variation in other factors. This is because each factor forms its own discrimination hyperbola.
811
The ideal or the tolerance range can therefore be extracted for each factor for application to 812 the whole product or brand (for examples, see Booth 2014) .
814
The crucial distinction between this approach and established practise is that the performance Note. The continuous line (in a light color) is the least-squares best fitting hyperbola, with a peak that is rounded to some extent by contextual defects (negligible in these instances). The broken line (in a darker color) is a tangent to the hyperbola, i.e. the back extrapolation of one of its asymptotes to the intersection with the other tangent at the hyperbola's centre (the apex of the isosceles triangle). log NaCl (S1): the first and only Stimulus, sodium chloride, at concentrations of grams per 100 g of bread, as a logarithm to the base 10. salty rti (R1): the acceptance Response to the characterised attribute of NaCl, "salty". The plotted score would be zero if a response were placed on the anchor category of just as salty as liked. Plotted score of -50: so far from ideal as to be intolerable, i.e., either just too little or just too much for the assessor to choose. Codes at top of graph: assessor's numerical name and tetrad or triad category, description of sampled material, replication number, investigator's initials and source document (the student's report on a research project). (Graphics output from a calculator of cognitive processes, including those in the appreciation of a consumer product, Co-Pro2.29) Each graph shows the four data points (x) from one assessor (A#) for one of four selected tetrads, three of which included two samples of 0.54 g NaCl per 100 g bread (%) and two samples of 0.89%, 1.5% or 2.5%. x axis: concentration of Stimulus (S1) in log 10 g of sodium chloride in 100 g of bread loaf (a production variable, allowing for water lost during baking, not an instrumental value for crumb). y axis: score of Response (R1), line position for how salty relative to ideal (rti). Midpoint "saltiness just right" = 0; endpoints "not nearly salty enough" or (folded) "much too salty" both plotted at -50. Continuous line: hyperbolic regression forced through a peak score of zero, rated as the ideal salt level. Broken line: tangent to the fitted hyperbola. Graphics output from runs of the calculator program Co-Pro 2.29 (Booth, Sharpe, Freeman & Conner 2010/1) . Distance: number of HDDs between the two tested levels of salt. HDD ratio: higher over lower g / 100 g at 50% discrimination (one plus the Weber fraction). Ideal point: salt level interpolated to a "just right" response.
FIG. 2. RESPONSES BY SIX ASSESSORS TO
FIG. 4. RELATIONSHIP OF DISCRIMINATION DISTANCE (NUMBER OF HALF-DISCRIMINATED DISPARITIES) TO THE RATIO OF STIMULUS LEVELS WITHIN A TETRAD, FOR SALT IN WHITE BREAD OR TOMATO SOUP
Note. Many more levels of salt were available in the laboratory-prepared samples of soup than in the manufacturer-provided samples of bread (Booth, Thompson and Shahedian 1983) . Hence far fewer tetrads could be extracted from the original data collected on bread.
FIG. 5. INCIDENCES OF VALUES OF THE HALF-DISCRIMINATED DISPARITY (HDD) FROM TETRADS AND TRIADS OF SALT LEVELS IN WHITE BREAD AND TOMATO SOUP
Notes. Regressions with r 2 < 0.4 were excluded. There was a large enough total of soup triads to split them by the unique sample (odd one out) being lower or higher than the duplicated sample, with much lower or higher odd values being further separated out. The mode of halfdiscriminated fractions remained below 0.1 in all subsets of triads, but the less extreme singletons seemed to give a higher incidence of estimates of a moderately less acute HDD (0.1 to 0.3). 
